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The discovery of Hubble constant

𝑣𝑣 = 𝐻𝐻0 × 𝐷𝐷 V   : recessional velocity
D   : the proper distance to the observer
H0 : Hubble's constant

Edwin Hubble

[km/s/Mpc]
2E. Hubble, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 15 (1929), 168-173



History of the Hubble constant
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The 𝐻𝐻0 tension 

4[ L. Verde, T. Treu and A. G. Riess Nature Astron. 3 891 ]



Potential new physics beyond ΛCDM

Another relativistic species 
(e.g.,additional neutrino or dark radiation)

Non-zero spatial curvature

A decaying relic massive dark matter

Early dark energy
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Potential new physics beyond ΛCDM

Another relativistic species 
(e.g.,additional neutrino or dark radiation)

Non-zero spatial curvature

A decaying relic massive dark matter

Early dark energy
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𝐻𝐻0 from CMB and Planck
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[ Class.Quant.Grav. 38 (2021) 15, 153001 ]                   



The difference between EDE, ADE, eADE model
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Background evolution and linear perturbation for eADE

The eADE density evolves as

When the sound speed equal to 1:

The perturbation gives as:



The eADE density evolves as

When the sound speed equal to 1:

The perturbation gives as:
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Background evolution and linear perturbation for eADE



Fitting result for the EDE and ADE model

EDE (n=2)          ADE  

Table result

EDE fitting result                       ADE fitting result
Phys.Rev.D 100 (2019) 6Phys.Rev.Lett. 122 (2019) 22



EDE (n=2)          ADE                   eADE

Fitting result for the eADE model

Table result



The difference in CMB power spectra

The eADE model closer to the CMB data than LCDM, 
especially in the EE mode.



Conclusion

• The eADE is a new dark fluid model with exponential EoS to 
release the H0 tension effectively.

• eADE model has less additional parameters

• The eADE is closer to the CMB observation than LCDM.

Thanks for your attention!
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Summary of recent 𝐻𝐻0 values



In the next

• What is the difference between EDE, ADE, eADE model ?

• My model: the eADE model and its fitting result.

• Conclusion
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The difference between EDE, ADE, eADE model
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